Man Made Climate Change in the Skies
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CALIFORNIA NORTH-BAY

VISIBLE STRESS ON ALL PLANT COMMUNITIES

LOOKS LIKE SOLAR BURNING
SOD - BAY LAUREL
SOD - MADRONE
INSECTS - CHAPARRAL
SOD - REDWOOD
ALL LOOKED LIKE SOLAR BURN

CALIFORNIA NORTH-BAY  FUNGUS & INSECTS?
OBSERVED TREE DIE-OFF

CALIFORNIA, ARKANSAS (BELOW), ILLINOIS, NEW YORK, CANADA

• ALL REPORTED AS FUNGAL DEATH AND INSECTS
• ALL LOOK LIKE SOLAR BURNING
• SYMPTOMS IDENTICAL IN ALL AREAS
AMERICA’S TREES ARE DYING

FROM THE CEDARS OF ALASKA TO THE PALMS OF FLORIDA, FROM THE MAPLES OF CANADA AND NEW ENGLAND TO THE PINES AND INCENSE CEDARS OF THE SIERRA NEVADA, THE INCIDENTS OF DEATH AND DECLINE ARE INCREASING AT AN ALARMING RATE.

“The Dying of the Trees”
Charles E. Little, 1995
Tree Death in The Sierra Nevada Mountains of California Has Doubled since 1983

- Stress and diebacks have occurred from Alaska To Mexico

- Since 1997, more than 20 Million hectares, or 50 million acres have been affected

US Geological Survey - Western Ecological Research Center – 2007

Sprayed cirrus at 35,000 feet, with haze to the ground
A “plasma envelope”
WORLDWIDE - CYANOBACTERIA WATER POLLUTION INCREASING
(BLUE-GREEN ALGAE)

Montreal, Canada

- Water supplies in jeopardy
- Increases in disease
- Loss of recreational use
- Dead shoreline trees
- Chemtrail skies
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BLUE-GREEN ALGAE TOXINS

POLLUTION & HEAT FAVOR PATHOGEN SPECIES

RE: BLUE-GREEN ALGAE *Anabaena spiroides* (below) produces **neural toxins**, **sulfur compounds**, **hydrogen sulfide** (300ppm)

REMOVED WITH BENEFICIAL MICROBIAL FORMULA

WEST BAHIA POND, NOVATO CA
COX VIDEO 2002

MY INTRODUCTION TO “CHEMTRAILS” OR “PERSISTENT JET CLOUDS”
CHECKERBOARDS IN THE SKY SPREADING AS THIN CIRRUS
... ALL CLOUDS IN PICTURE WERE CREATED BY JETS ...
... THIS IS CHANGING THE WEATHER ...
OBSERVED AIRCRAFT
NOT COMMERCIAL JETS

AIRCRAFT MOSTLY WHITE, UNMARKED, KC-135 OR C-141

FLY IN MILITARY AIR SPACE (EITHER MILITARY OR CONTRACTORS)

FLY IN GRID PATTERNS

DO TURN AROUNDS

SEE 4-6 AT A TIME

VARIABLE CLOUD TYPES / NUCLEI
TURN AROUNDS - NOT COMMERCIAL TRAFFIC
“CONTRAIRS” vs. “CHEMTRAILS”

Contrails (by definition) are formed by jet exhaust nuclei / ice crystals:
- small discharge
- dissipate rapidly
- do not form clouds

NOT A CONTRAIL – “CHEMTRAIL” SEEMS APPROPRIATE

“Not Unintended Consequences”
NASA (Oct. 2005):

PERSISTENT JET CONTRAILS FORM MAN-MADE CLOUDS

... TRAP WARMTH IN THE ATMOSPHERE AND EXACERBATE GLOBAL WARMING

... CONTRIBUTE TO LONG RANGE CHANGES IN EARTH’S CLIMATE AND AFFECT NATURAL RESOURCES

JET CONTRAILS HAVE ONLY BEEN “PERSISTENT” IN LAST 15+ YEARS AND ARE CREATED MOSTLY BY MILITARY JETS

NASA HAS CHANGED THE DEFINITION OF CONTRAILS ... BUT ADMIT THEY ARE CHANGING THE WEATHER
DOCUMENTED MILITARY WEATHER MODIFICATION PROGRAM PROPOSALS

THE FOLLOWING NAMES ORIGINATED IN MILITARY WEAPONS PROGRAMS

TWO “SECRET” PROGRAMS WERE IDENTIFIED AS COMPLIMENTARY

“CHEMTRAILS” = Atmospheric Aerosol Geoengineering

“HAARP” = Electromagnetic Frequency Generator
A “Scalar” Weapon (Tesla technology)

THE GOVERNMENT NOW DENIES AND CLAIMS THAT PERSONS BELIEVING IN “CHEMTRAILS” ARE “CONSPIRACY THEORISTS” THEORY?
THE ELEPHANT IN THE SKY

MAN-MADE CLOUDS & HAZE
... THE SPRAYING PROGRAM ...

U.S. AIR FORCE:
“OWNING THE WEATHER BY 2025”
HOW DO YOU THINK THEY COULD OWN THE WEATHER?
NOT EXHAUST
USAF INSIGNIA
NOT EXHAUST
NOT A CONTRAIL
UNNATURAL CLOUDS & SKY COVER

NUCLEI?
PUFFS SAID TO BE BORON COMPOUNDS
WHAT ARE THEY SPRAYING?

CHAFF ADMITTED

DOD: The USAF sprays aluminum chaff “for missile defense and other” because aluminum has:

“high electrical conductance“
“10 times the reflectivity of sulfur”
(THIS ARE SIGNIFICANT FORCE MULTIPLIERS FOR HAARP)

Chaff is made of aluminum coated glass particles (millions of tons/year) (now nano form) (Breathe anyone?)
CALIFORNIA DRINKING WATER CONTAMINATION

IN 1987, EVERY DRINKING WATER SUPPLY IN CALIFORNIA WAS CONTAMINATED WITH METAL COMPOUNDS ALUMINUM, BARIUM, STRONTIUM, BORON, OTHERS (CALIFORNIA WATER RECORDS)

… MOST WERE FIRST TIME OCCURRENCES AND HAD TO BE RELATED TO AERIAL SOURCES …

METALLIC SALTS ARE “WATER LOVING” AND EXCELLENT NUCLEI FOR MAKING CLOUDS RE: SILVER IODIDE HISTORICALLY
ALARMING MT. SHASTA DATA
From the Spraying of metallic nuclei?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substance</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Snow</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>61,000.00 µg/l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>0.50 µg/l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum drinking water</td>
<td>50.00 µg/l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Action</td>
<td>1,000.00 µg/l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NONE TAKEN</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barium</td>
<td>8.00 µg/l</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(µg / l = micrograms / liter)
ALARMING MT. SHASTA DATA

FOREST SOIL pH:  HISTORIC = 5.5
    NOW       = 6.8  (10+ times more alkaline)
VEGETATION & WILDLIFE IMPACTS?

STREAM INSECTS
20 Years ago measured >1,000/sample – Now <30
AQUATIC AND ECOSYSTEM IMPACTS?

F. MANGLES, U.S. FOREST SERVICE BIOLOGIST RETIRED
CHEMTRAILS NEAR 40,000 FEET

CLOUD & HAZE ENVELOPE
FROM 35,000’ TO THE GROUND
SAN FRANCISCO TO NEW YORK

09/04/2007
IT IS MY OBSERVATION THAT THERE IS PRESENTLY AN ONGOING PROGRAM OF JET SPRAYING TO CREATE CLOUDS AND HAZE FROM 30,000+ FEET TO THE GROUND ... WHICH IS CHANGING OUR NORMAL WEATHER CHAOS & COULD BE RESPONSIBLE FOR SERIOUS CHANGES TO PLANT & WILDLIFE COMMUNITIES AND A THREAT TO PLANETARY ECOSYSTEMS ...

CLOUDS AND HAZE FORM BOTH A MIRROR AND A “PLASMA ENVELOPE” THAT IS DANGEROUS TO ALL LIFE ... THESE ARE USED TO AMPLIFY HAARP FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC WARFARE ...

ALLAN BUCKMANN - U.S.A.F. WEATHER OBSERVER
- WILDLIFE BIOLOGIST
- RESEARCHER
“CHEMTRAILS & THE PLASMA “ENVELOPE”

CIRRIFORM “PAINT” 30,000’ +/-
- Artificial overcast … Can be too thin to notice
- Solar experts: Has cut solar illumination 25% - 40%
- Increase in Ricketts – Vitamin D deficiency
- Puts “CAP” on air column
  - magnifies storms
  - Traps gasses and heat in envelope
  - Artificial warming

SOLID PARTICLES OF METAL COMPOUNDS
(Aluminum, Strontium, Boron, Barium, + many other metals in nano size)
- Ionize the air column
- Magnify HAARP transmissions – “Force multiplier”

METALLIC HAZE all the way to the ground
- Ionized air column increases flammability
- Fires now are outside firefighters experience
- Respiratory problems – significant health effects
- Water and snow pollution to toxic levels
- Soil pollution significantly changing soil pH
- Threat to all wildlife species & ecosystems
HAARP ENGINEERS HAVE NOT EVALUATED BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS. CHEMTRAILS & HAARP ARE DANGEROUS PROGRAMS. THESE PROGRAMS ARE POTENTIALLY LETHAL. JAPAN & UNITED NATIONS HAVE PROPOSED MORATORIUM. WE NEED TO STOP GLOBAL WEATHER WARS.
WE CAN DO WHAT THE SUN DOES

SOLAR RADIATION MANAGEMENT?
A SOLAR GENERATOR?

“WE CAN DO WHAT THE SUN DOES”

Rich Garcia
Director of Public Relations - HAARP

See "Holes in Heaven"
SPIRAL TENSION FIELD – NORWAY HAARP ANTENNA

• TRANSMIT ANY FREQUENCY – INCLUDING HUMAN AND EARTH

• HEAT MAGNETOSPHERE MANY THOUSANDS OF DEGREES
  (DESTROY MISSILES, OR SATELLITES)

• DIRECT ENERGY TO HEAT OR COOL THE PLASMA ATMOSPHERE
  BOUNCE OFF CLOUDS TO STRIKE AROUND THE EARTH, COULD MELT GLACIERS,
  HEAT OCEAN, DESTROY CROPS, INTENSIFY STORMS AND FLOODING, ETC

• NOT IDENTIFIED AS SIGNIFICANT WEATHER CHANGER

PHOTO BY US CHURCH TOURISTS 2010
TESLA DOME
Warping the Atmosphere
SOLAR DATA

• HOTTEST DECADE SINCE RECORDS KEPT (HAARP?)
• AVERAGE GLOBAL TEMPERATURE INCREASE 1.3° F CENTURY (LAST 2 DECADES)

WEATHER IMPACTS

Massive vegetation die off
Forest fires intensities increase
More intense storms and flooding
Expanding deserts
Opening arctic shipping lanes
Alarming declines in ocean phytoplankton (40% + since 1950)
Changing ecosystems
Species losses and increasing endangerment
“THE ONE-DAY BURN”

UV INDEX 11+ intense light

ROSES

June 17, 2008

GRAPES

DOCUENTED SOLAR BURN – NAPA VALLEY CA

With high-thin cirrus overcast, how is this possible?
EPA / NOAA WEB DATA

HIGH “SOLAR RADIATION” WITH CIRRIFORM CLOUD COVER? IN JUNE? HOW DO THEY FORECAST? HAARP???
• With an existing ‘Solar Shield’ already in place and an obvious “spray program,” how is it “climate experts” don’t see it?

• With increasing “cloud cover” (25-40% loss of illumination), how can “solar burning” (high UV/IR levels) occur? And why doesn’t it reduce UV levels instead of increasing them?

• With “Chemtrails” particles of high reflectivity and electrical conductance, HAARP can “imitate the sun” and with frequency wave projection raise UV levels … is this where the heat is coming from? Is this how NOAA / EPA can predict UV levels?

• With changes in Forest pH and increasing toxic levels of metal concentrations (aluminum, strontium, barium, etc) in water and soils, how is it the environmental agencies “don’t know of it” or respond to it?
A GEOENGINEERED “SKY COVER PROGRAM” IS ALREADY IN PLACE BUT SEEMS TO BE USED FOR THE WRONG REASONS … WAR RATHER THAN PEACE

AAAS FORUM – “NOT AWARE OF SUCH A PROGRAM”? How is this possible? … THEY PROPOSE AN IDENTICAL PROGRAM?

THE CLOUD COVER HAS HIGH REFLECTIVE & ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES AND CREATES A PLASMA ENVELOPE (Bernard Eastland is a “plasma physicist”)

THE ENVELOPE IS A FORCE MULTIPLIER FOR HAARP - SCALAR WEAPONS

HAARP CAN PRODUCE ANY FREQUENCY … LIFE IS ELECTROMAGNETIC - THEY CAN MATCH HUMAN ENERGETIC SYSTEMS … MIND CONTROL?

THE ENVELOPE, NANO-METALS & SOLAR BURNING ARE CHANGING WEATHER, ATTACKING THE ENVIRONMENT & ALL BIOLOGICAL HEALTH

NONE OF THE KNOWN MILITARY WEATHER PROGRAMS ARE INCLUDED IN THE CLIMATE DEBATE – JET CLOUDS RECENTLY ADDED AS “CONTRAILS”

DANGEROUS CONDITIONS FOR LIFE
Former FBI Chief, Ted L. Gunderson, makes a statement regarding the chemtrail “death dumps”, otherwise known as air crap, on January 12, 2011. Ted says the following: “The death dumps, otherwise known as chemical trails, are being dropped and sprayed throughout the United States and England, Scotland, Ireland, and Northern Europe. I have personally seen them not only in the United States, but in Mexico and in Canada. Birds are dying around the world. Fish are dying by the hundreds of thousands around the world. This is genocide. This is poison. This is murder by the United Nations. This element within our society that is doing this must be stopped. I
ONE PEOPLE
ONE EARTH

BAN CHEMTRAILS
BAN HAARP AS WEAPON
RESTORE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT